The paper presents the concepts of pseudoprime and modulo correlativity and establishes the relationships among completeness of modulo operations, uniqueness of solution of equations, invertibility of a square matrix, and correlativity of vectors in multiple-valued modulo system. It is shown that current-mode CMOS circuits are easy to design and economical using bounded operations.
Introduction
The completeness of a set of operations is a very important property. It is known that the expansion f ( x ) below is only applicable to the modulo algebra with a prime radix r:
f(.) = no CE a1z CE U 2 5 2 69 . . . 69 U?.-lzT-l wheref(x), x, ai are any unary function, a variable and the corresponding coefficients, respectively, and Ax), x, a, E R, R = (0, 1, ..., Y ~ I}. There has been extensive research on multiple-valued modulo algebra with a radix of pm, where p , m are a prime and an integer, respectively. Although there is a canonical expansion, GRM expansion over Galois field [I] , it is mainly based on the group theory originally presented by Galois, so that the operations are complicated. In other words, GF(pm) is merely an extension field of GF(p) with all its p m elements identified as the roots of irreducible polynomials over GFb) [I, 21. GRM expansions are not applicable to all composite radix, although there have been many studies with p equals 2 or 3 [3, 41. Further, the graph techniques seems to be useful for more general Reed-Muller representations [5, 61. In this paper several new concepts are proposed such as pseudoprime and modulo correlativity and their properties are discussed in multiple-valued modulo algebra system with either a prime or a composite radix. The relationships among completeness of mod-ulo operations, uniqueness of solution of modulo equations, invertibility of a modulo square matrix and modulo correlativity of vectors are presented. It can be seen that mudulo operations can also be complete, even in a composite radix. For example, a canonical expansion has been found for any quaternary unary function based on modulo operations without using the group theory. Furthermore, the circuit designs of these expansions are illustrated under a certain polarity for least cost based on modulo correlativity and the bounded arithmetic operations.
Basic definitions
Definition I : The common algebra in the paper means the algebra system where all variables and all constants are real together with their connective operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division etc. De$zition 2: The modulo operator of any integer i is defined by finding another integer m such that i = mr + j , where '+' is addition operator of the common algebra, j E R; R = {O, 1, ..., r-1) and the notation is (i), = j where ( ), is always omitted for simplicity. It is convenient to realise this operator using current-mode CMOS. 
that is
According to the associativity of modulo multiplication there must be at least one nonpseudoprime among them.
(ii) If there is a nonpseudoprime ai among them, there is 6' E R such that:
From the associativity of modulo multiplication we have:
. .a;-1b'), = 0 which shows that (aoal ... ai-Jr is a nonpseudoprime.
QED.

Definition 4:
A matrix Am,, multiplied by a matrix BnXl is Cmxl, where any component ci is the modulo addition of the products of the components in the ith row of A by the corresponding component in the jth column of B, that is:
If there is an A whose multiplication by B is the identity matrix I, A is invertible and B is its inverse. It is obvious that, if AB = I, BA = I in multiple-valued modulo algebra system when n = m. Definition 5 : In multiple-valued modulo-r algebra, r 2 2, the canonical form of any equations is as follows:
A m x n X n x l 1 B m x~ (7) 1 or in the matrix form as:
where A, X and B are coefficient matrix, unknown matrix and constant matrix, respectively. Theorem 3: If there is a unique solution of any equation like eqn. 7 to any certain B, m = n or A must be a square matrix. Prooj In multiple-valued modulo-r algebra, there are r" different Bs and rn different Xs, respectively. If there is a unique solution to any certain B, which means there is only one X to any different B, then,
where I t 2, and it follows that m = n, or A is a square matrix. QED. We will always assume that A is a square matrix in the following discussion of any system of modulo equations. From this point, the modulo correlativity is not an equivalence relation but a consistency relation. A criterion for modulo correlativity is found using the cofactors of A and Theorem 2 which will be shown later.
Definition 7:
The modulo determinant of a matrix A is (\AI),. and (A( is its determinant in the common algebra. Its notation is lAl, or IAl for simplicity. (10) which shows that there is a unique solution of the modulo equations.
(ii) The identity matrix I can be considered as m column vectors E where there is only one component that is 1. If there is a unique solution Qf equations like eqn. 9 to any 2, these solutions can construct B, the inverse of A so that A is invertible. QED.
There are three transforms to a row or a column of a matrix which do not change the invertibility of a matrix in multiple-valued modulo algebra: (i) interchange of two rows; (ii) modulo multiplication of any row by a !pseudoprime; (iii) replacing any row by the modulo sum of itself and a product of a different row by any U E R. Transform (ii) can be seen from Theorem 1. Transform (iii) can be proved as follows. Proof: (i) If A is invertible, there is a B such that AB = I. Let the matrix after transform (iii) on A be A', which can be regarded as A' = CA, where the entries of C are the same as in the identity except cji = a, that is: Proof: Comparing eqn. 7 with eqn. 11 we can see that they are identical in form. If there is a unique solution to any coefficient matrix Frxl in eqn. 7, any unary function Frxl can be expanded in a form like eqn. 11. On the other hand, if any unary function Brxl can be expanded in the canonical form like eqn. 11, there is a unique solution to any coefficient matrix Brxl in eqn. 7.
QED.
In addition, if any column vector of A, which can also be considered as a unary function and can be expressed by modulo operations, these modulo operations are complete in the modulo algebra system. For example, any quaternary unary function can be expanded as follows,
where
From eqn. 12 we can also see that modulo operations are still complete in the algebra system with the radix of 4 without using group theory.
Two transform pairs can be obtained from Theorem 
as follows:
The first one is: AnxnX',x1= CLXI (14) AnxnX:xl = c:xl (15) where X' and X" are the solutions o f eqns. 14 and 15, respectively. Modulo subtraction of eqn. 15 from eqn. 14 gives where X' 0 X" # 0. Eqn. 16 shows that these vectors are correlative according to Definition 6 so that it can be concluded that there is a unique solution to any constant matrix C. QED. From the above theorems we have the following corollary. Corollary 2: Let ao, al, ..., an-l be n-dimensional vectors over R and can be expressed with modulo operations and A is the matrix having these vectors as column vectors. The following conditions are equivalent: (i) There is a unique solution of the corresponding system that A is its coefficient matrix.
(ii) A is invertible.
(iii) The vectors are modulo incorrelative. (iv) Modulo operations are complete in that modulo algebra. Although the relationships among completeness o f modulo operations, uniqueness of solution of modulo equations, invertibility of a square matrix and correlativity of modulo vectors are discussed above, the computation of the inverse of a matrix is troublesome. We will discuss it in the next Section.
A(X' 8 X") = C' 8 C" we can transform any A to a triangle matrix using the above three transforms of a matrix, then Theorem 7 can be proved according to Definition 7 and Theorem 2.
Another method has been found to compute the inverse of a matrix A from Theorem 7 using cofactors of A which is shown in following example. An expansion is found according to corollary 2, that is:
where,fo = 1,fi = x, f2 = xE:l,f3 = xE2. '3' is the: truncated-difference operator, and
The above expansion can extended to dyadic functions.
above criterion
Current-mode CMOS circuit design based on
Current-mode CMOS circuit was first presented in 1983 [7] and has been proved to be very promising in various fields, such as fuzzy logic control [8] , analogueto-digital converter [9], etc. [10] [11] [12] . Since it is easy to realise addition and multiplication in current -mode CMOS circuits, we will also design the circuits of quaternary unary functions [13] based on the above modulo correlativity criterion. The determinant of A, /A/ is a pseudoprime 3, so these functions are modulo incorrelative. Any quaternary unary function Ax) can be expanded as follows:
The inverse of A can be computed as r l 1 2 1 1 3 2 2 1 0 3 2 3 B = Il 2 1 0j
Hence:
The corresponding circuit for f 2 and f3 is shown in Now it is easy to design the circuit for any unary function, for example, under the polarity of example 3.
First, find the ao, a ] , a2, a3 from eqn. 17. Secondly, the four numbers, ao, at, a2, a3, are the values of w/l of the corresponding output CMOS transistors. If any of the numbers is zero, the corresponding part of the circuit can be omitted thus reducing the circuit cost. Finally, all the four current signals are added together by the wired sum. If the sum current f ( x ) is more than 4Ie, where l e is the unit current, it will be reduced by 4Ie, which is easy to realise in current-mode CMOS circuit.
Conclusions
We have discussed the algebraic properties systematically in multiple-valued modulo algebra. It is easy to find the complete operations with any radix and the current-mode CMOS circuits are simpler and more economical than [13] . The above method is applicable to unary and multivariable functions. As for any high radix, such as 9, the method presented in this paper will be more useful with the development of some new devices [15, 161. There are also many polarities in high radix systems so that an optimal polarity can be selected for any given function. 
